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Year 1 Progress

• UM VH Team has Jelled
• Overall Project Deliverables are on Schedule and within Budget
• Edgewarp Navigator “NGI Ready”
• Second Generation www Navigator Implementation in Java Prototype
• UIT Group Transitioning to Prototype Testing in Several Test-beds
• PSC Interaction is Excellent
• Operational and www Interactive Database on Line
• Living www Page Functional vhp.med.umich.edu
• PITAC NGI Demo at NASA-AMES a Success
• Stanford UM Partnership is Emerging
Year 1 Problems

• Anatomical Region Labeling Behind Delivery
• Schedule
• PSC Sub-Contract Behind Delivery Schedule
• Segmentation and Labeling Behind Schedule
• UMICH and PSC Administration Hiccups e.g. % Effort and Issues and Y2K
• I-2 Network Infrastructure Issues Difficult in the End-to-End Context
• SW and UIT Group Coordination Sub-Optimal